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Alberta

Alberta’s construction industry is currently  
in an expansion phase, which began in 2012, 
and employment is rising toward the record 
levels achieved in 2007. Both residential and 
non-residential sectors have been growing and 
stakeholders report challenges with recruiting. 
Hiring difficulties continue in 2013.

Overall, the oil sands will lead resource development in the 
province, and between 2012 and 2021, production is projected 
to expand by 50 to 100 percent.1 Construction activity in the  
oil sands has been gradually rising back toward the 2008 
peak. As oil sands capacity grows there is a related need for 
investment in supporting infrastructure projects. A long list of 
these projects is currently underway and adding to the growth 
in labour requirements. 

Declining housing activity and the winding down of some 
major infrastructure projects create a pause in employment 
growth from 2014 to 2016. The underlying momentum of 
resource development increases after 2016 when oil sands 
projects begin the next round of expansion that lasts until 
2021. Housing and another round of infrastructure investment 
also revive at the end of the scenario period.

Stakeholders express concerns about global risks to growth 
and commodity prices, and about local risks related to 
housing. The 2013 Construction Looking Forward report for 
Alberta2 presents moderate and balanced growth in total 
construction across the scenario from 2013 to 2021, but  
this conceals potential labour market pressures driven by  
the proposed rapid growth in oil sands investment and 
employment requirements between 2016 and 2018.

This scenario balances many risks. Global economic growth 
may slow, thereby driving commodity prices down and 
prompting a pullback of investment. On the other hand,  
if the global economy gains some momentum, oil sands 
development may accelerate and fill any pause in growth  
in 2014 and 2015.

The expected limits to employment growth in 2014 and 2015 
reflect the details of project timing. The overall momentum of 
natural resource development will continue and will require 
human resource planning for recruiting and attracting new 
construction workers from outside the industry.

The Construction Sector Council (CSC) uses a scenario-based 
forecasting system to assess future labour market conditions. 
It consults with industry, including owners, contractors and 
labour groups, to validate the scenario assumptions, and 
seeks input from government on related analysis and 
construction project lists. This approach provides current 
information and first-hand assessments of labour markets  
for individual construction trades and occupations.3

ReSIDeNTIAL LAbOUR 
ReqUIRemeNTS
Gains in residential construction employment that occurred 
between 2010 and 2012 continue into 2013 as housing  
activity grows. A modest downturn in housing starts is 
expected later in 2013, but work that started in 2011 and  
2012 will sustain employment growth until 2014. In 2015, 
employment turns down – just short of the high point achieved 
in 2006. Housing starts and overall employment then begin a 
mild cycle, compared to the volatility late in the last decade, 
that lasts to the end of the scenario period in 2021. 

1 As a guide for its oil sands investment and production assumptions, the 2013–2021 forecast scenario uses the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producer’s  
June 2012 oil production scenario for the Alberta oil sands industry, which is based partly on a survey of industry members.

2 The 2013 Construction Looking Forward release for Alberta reports new labour market assessments for the 2013−2021 period. The assessment includes 2012  
as part of the analysis to track the impact of the global recession and recovery in local construction investment and labour markets.

3 The CSC LMI system tracks labour market conditions for 33 trades and occupations. This group does not represent approximately 25 percent of the construction 
workforce that does not work on job sites (e.g., office support, engineers and office managers).
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Demographics are lifting housing activity from the 
recession levels in 2009 and 2010. From 2013 to 2021, 
the younger profile of the Alberta population sees births 
continuing to exceed deaths, and new arrivals keep 
population growth and new household formation4 above 
most other provinces.

There is a modest gain of 1,700 jobs across the 2013–
2021 scenario, with growth exceeding 4,600 jobs in 
2013 and 2014 and then losses of 4,000 jobs as the 
cycle declines in 2015 and 2016. The sustained high 
level of housing activity later in the scenario period 
adds more jobs.

NON-ReSIDeNTIAL 
CONSTRUCTION
Oil sands are the engine of growth for Alberta and the 
timing of construction and production of new projects 
sets the provincial pace. The current view, based on  
the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producer’s  
2012 forecast, speculates that production will grow 
steadily to higher levels and that the proposed oil sands 
expansion will unfold in two steps. The current plateau 
in construction will extend to 2015 and then a wave  
of new building surges ahead from 2016 to 2018.  
The second step carries construction well above  
the 2008 peak. 

Oil sands development requires supporting infrastructure 
and the timing of these new projects is difficult to track. 
Current pipeline, electricity generation and transmission, 
transportation infrastructure and downstream oil and 
gas developments add more jobs. Many of the current 
projects end in 2014. This creates a dip in employment 
that coincides with slower growth in oil sands projects 
from 2014 to 2015. 

As the 2016–2018 round of oil sands projects begins, 
the other non-residential work expands as well. Many 
trades and occupations common to all of these non-
residential requirements may move to the oil sands 
projects. The current situation and the 2016–2018 
increase in oil sands projects create potential recruiting 
challenges for the following trades and occupations:

• boilermakers

• bricklayers

• carpenters

• contractors and supervisors

• crane operators

• insulators

• ironworkers

• sheet metal workers

• steamfitters and pipefitters

• welders

In some cases, these requirements are for specialized 
skills within a trade. 

Labour mobility across sectors and projects may 
smooth out the cycles, and overall industry employment 
unfolds with moderate year-to-year changes that rarely 
exceed plus/minus 3 percent. 

THe AvAILAbLe WORKFORCe
The unemployed often represent the first source  
of supply as labour requirements grow, but low 
unemployment leaves a limited pool of workers. The 
industry’s strong expansion left 2011 unemployment 
below historical levels, but above the record lows in 
2006 and 2007. This is consistent with the views of 
stakeholders that although current conditions are tight, 
they are not as tight as those experienced in 2007 and 
2008. This situation is largely sustained across the 
scenario period and unemployment is rarely an 
important supply source of skilled trades.

Long-term demographic trends drive another level  
of supply-side dynamics. The CSC labour market 
information system breaks down the annual change in 
the available workforce into retirements, new entrants 
and net in-mobility5. Retirements measure permanent 
losses to the workforce, and these are partially offset  
by new entrants aged 30 and younger entering the 
workforce for the first time. 

The Alberta labour force will expand by 14,000 workers 
across the 2013–2021 scenario. Over the same period, 
replacement demand adds requirements estimated at 
just over 30,000 workers. With first-time new entrants 
estimated at 23,000, this leaves a gap of 21,000 
workers that need to be found from outside the 
construction industry.

These long-term trends conceal important cycles – 
especially in non-residential construction. The biggest 
annual gains in the labour force occur in 2013 and 
these are associated with more than 6,500 new arrivals 
from outside the province. Most of the incremental 
workers are from outside the province.

There is an ebb and flow across the scenario with 
in-mobility rising to a peak again from 2016 to 2018  
as the next round of oil sands work ramps up. The 

4 Household formation refers to the change in the number of households (persons living under one roof or occupying a separate housing unit) from 
one year to the next. It is the means by which population growth is transformed into demand for new housing.

5 In-mobility refers to the arrival of workers from outside the local construction industry.
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industry will be seeking almost 10,000 workers from 
outside the provincial workforce when the big non-
residential projects hire for 2016 to 2018 and beyond. 
While these gains will place strains on recruiting and 
human resource planning systems, they are not 
unprecedented in Alberta. Construction employers 
brought more than 23,000 workers into the industry  
in 2007 and 2008.

RANKINGS, RISKS AND 
OppORTUNITIeS
The rankings set out in the following table track  
periods of changing demands for individual trades  
and occupations. Each labour market is assigned an 
annual ranking from 1 (weak labour market conditions 
where job search is difficult) to 5 (where labour shortages 
will force recruiting from distant markets). Rankings are 
offered as a summary that combines the measures of 
employment growth, unemployment and net in-mobility 
set out previously. 

Each trade and occupation has distinctive features  
that drive markets and are often not adequately 
described in statistics. Comments attached to the 
rankings add important dimensions and describe critical 
factors needed to understand special circumstances. 
Industry stakeholders have contributed their experience 
and expectations, and their ideas are reflected in both 
the rankings and the comments where the system might 
not fully capture market realities.

Where rankings differ across provinces and industries 
there is a potential for workforce mobility to balance 
labour markets. Much depends on the skills and 
experience of the workers and the requirements of the 
employers. Workforce mobility for key non-residential 
trades – many listed previously – have been encouraged 
by the expansion of the construction industry in Alberta.

Additional analysis prepared by the CSC looks at oil 
sands construction and considers the distinct labour 
requirements there and the potential for mobility within 
the province across industries and sectors. This work  
is summarized in the companion report, Construction 
Looking Forward, 2013–2021 Key Highlights, Alberta  
Oil Sands. Mobility across these projects is crucial for 
balancing labour markets as work begins and ends on 
both oil sands and related infrastructure work. 

Where rankings differ from equivalent measures in other 
provinces or industries, there is a potential for workforce 
mobility to balance labour markets. For example, other 
Construction Looking Forward reports show strong 
demand for resource projects in Saskatchewan and 
Newfoundland and Labrador in 2013 and 2014 and  
these demands will compete with needs in Alberta.  
If the Alberta project schedules remain as proposed for 
this forecast scenario, resource projects now scheduled 
in British Columbia from 2014 to 2016 would almost 
certainly recruit from the Alberta workforce that will be 
leaving projects ending at that time. There are many 
other examples that emerge from the Construction 
Looking Forward analysis for other provinces. 

In general, global demands are drawing on Canada’s 
natural resources and major projects are becoming a 
dominant feature for the construction workforce. Growing 
labour demands in “centres of resource construction,” 
often in remote northern locations, are creating the need 
for a unique and mobile skilled workforce that includes 
many of the trades needed in Alberta. The local industry 
must face the challenge of managing a large, skilled, 
aging and dynamic group of workers who represent a 
major, but limited, national asset.

The Construction Looking Forward national report 
summarizes the provincial reports and considers  
the potential for balancing and managing this national 
labour force.

market Rankings
1 �Workers�meeting�employer�qualifications�are�available�in�local�markets�to�meet�an�increase�in�demand�at�the�current�

offered rate of compensation and other current working conditions. Excess supply is apparent and there is a risk of 
losing workers to other markets.

2 �Workers�meeting�employer�qualifications�are�available�in�local�or�adjacent�markets�to�meet�an�increase�in�demand�at�
the current offered rate of compensation and other working conditions.

3 �The�availability�of�workers�meeting�employer�qualifications�in�the�local�market�may�be�limited�by�large�projects,�plant�
shutdowns or other short-term increases in demand. Similar or weaker conditions exist in adjacent markets so that 
mobility is an option. Employers may need to compete to attract needed workers. Established patterns of recruiting 
and�mobility�are�sufficient�to�meet�job�requirements.

4 �Workers�meeting�employer�qualifications�are�generally�not�available�in�local�and�adjacent�markets�to�meet�any�
increase. Employers will need to compete to attract additional workers. Recruiting and mobility may extend beyond 
traditional sources and practices.

5 �Needed�workers�meeting�employer�qualifications�are�not�available�in�local�or�adjacent�markets�to�meet�current�
demand so that projects or production may be delayed or deferred. There is excess demand, competition is intense 
and recruiting reaches to remote markets.
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mARKeT RANKINGS FOR TRADeS AND OCCUpATIONS IN ALbeRTA
Trades and occupations 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

boilermakers 5 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 3

Employment is exclusively in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to industrial, engineering and maintenance 
work remain near current levels to 2015 before demand requirements grow rapidly between 2016 and 2018, tightening labour 
market�conditions.�Growth�slows�across�the�remainder�of�the�scenario�period�and�markets�return�to�balance.��The�age�profile�for� 
this trade is younger than average.  New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet demand requirements, but workers 
from outside the local market will be required to meet increasing new demands across the scenario period.

bricklayers 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Increased residential activity tightens labour 
markets in 2013 and labour requirements related to industrial and non-residential building rise steadily to 2021, but labour market 
conditions are generally balanced. A limited potential for mobility between the residential and non-residential sectors may help 
to�meet�some�market�requirements.�Stakeholders�note�particularly�strong�requirements�for�refractory�work.�The�age�profile�for�
this trade is older than average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, 
but workers from outside the local market may be required to meet increasing new demand requirements midway through the 
scenario period.

Carpenters 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Increased residential activity tightens markets in 2013 
and labour demands related to non-residential building construction continue to rise steadily to 2021, but labour market conditions 
are generally balanced. Some potential for mobility between the residential and non-residential sectors may help to meet market 
requirements, but mobility may be limited by the portability of skills to meet labour demands for major industrial and engineering 
projects. Stakeholders note particularly strong requirements in non-residential scaffolding work and in residential form work. The 
age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�meet�replacement�demand�
requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required to meet increasing new demand requirements in 2013 
and then again midway through the scenario period.

Concrete finishers 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to engineering projects rise in 2013, but 
then slow in 2014 and 2015 before rising to a new high level of employment by 2021, but labour market conditions are generally 
balanced.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�meet�
replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required to maintain balanced markets  
in 2013 and then again midway through the scenario period as new demand increases.

Construction estimators 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 4

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements in residential work rise in 
2013 and tighten labour markets, but then growth slows. Industrial and engineering projects continue to rise steadily across 
the scenario period. A potential for mobility between the residential and non-residential sectors may help to meet market 
requirements, but mobility may be limited by the portability of skills to meet labour demands for major industrial and engineering 
projects.�The�age�profile�for�this�occupation�is�older�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�meet�
replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required to meet new non-residential 
demands midway through the scenario period.

Construction managers 4 4 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements in residential work rise in 
2013 and tighten labour markets, but then growth slows. Industrial and engineering projects continue to rise steadily across 
the scenario period. A potential for mobility between the residential and non-residential sectors may help to meet market 
requirements, but mobility may be limited by the portability of skills to meet labour demands for major industrial and engineering 
projects.�The�age�profile�for�this�occupation�is�older�than�average.�Recruiting�experienced�workers�will�be�required�to�meet�peak�
demands and to maintain balanced market conditions later in the scenario period.

Construction millwrights  
and industrial mechanics 5 4 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to industrial engineering projects 
recede from current levels to 2015 before rising to new peak levels in 2018. Labour market conditions remain tight in 2013, but 
weaken in 2014 and 2015 as major projects wind down. Construction activity increases across the remainder of the scenario 
period,�but�market�conditions�are�generally�balanced.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�about�average.�New�entrants�into�the�
labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be 
required periodically during peak times to maintain balanced market conditions.

continued on next page
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Trades and occupations 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Contractors and supervisors 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to industrial and engineering projects 
rise steadily from current levels through 2021. Labour market conditions tighten in 2017 and 2018 as new oil sands projects start 
up.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�older�than�average.�Replacement�demand�requirements�are�not�met�by�new�entrants�into�the�
labour force. Recruiting experienced workers will be required to meet peak demands and to maintain balanced market conditions 
later in the scenario period.

Crane operators 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Employment requirements remain near current levels before 
increasing rapidly between 2016 and 2018 with the start of new oil sands projects. Labour markets tighten in 2016 and 2017 as 
activity�peaks�and�then�return�to�balanced�conditions�across�the�remainder�of�the�scenario�period.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�
is about average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from 
outside the local market will be required to meet peak demands midway through the scenario period.

Drillers and blasters 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to engineering projects rise modestly 
from�current�levels�through�2018.�Labour�market�conditions�are�generally�balanced�over�the�scenario�period,�but�loosen�briefly�
in�2015.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�meet�
replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required periodically across the scenario 
period to maintain balanced market conditions. 

electricians (including  
industrial and power system) 4 4 3 2 3 4 4 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Labour requirements rise in 2013, but then recede to 2015, before  
rising to a new high level of employment by 2021. Labour markets tighten in 2017 and 2018 as activity peaks and then return  
to balanced conditions across the remainder of the scenario period. Stakeholders note strong demands for workers specialized in 
power�generation�and�transmission�work.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�
estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market will be required to meet peak new 
demands in 2013 and again in 2017 and 2018.

elevator constructors  
and mechanics 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to non-residential building 
construction and maintenance work rise steadily from current levels through 2021. Labour market conditions are generally 
balanced.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�older�than�average.�Replacement�demand�requirements�are�not�met�by�new�entrants�
into the labour force. Workers from outside the local market may be required across the scenario period to meet requirements 
and maintain balanced markets.

Floor covering installers 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to residential work 
tighten labour market conditions in 2013. Non-residential building construction rises steadily from current levels through 2021. 
Overall market conditions are generally balanced. There are limited opportunities for potential mobility between the residential 
and�non-residential�sectors.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�about�average.�Replacement�demand�requirements�are�not�met�by�
new entrants into the labour force. Workers from outside the local market may be required across the scenario period to meet 
requirements and maintain balanced markets.

Gasfitters 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements rise steadily to 2021, but 
labour market conditions are generally balanced. There are limited opportunities for potential mobility between the residential and 
non-residential�sectors.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�about�average.�Replacement�demand�requirements�are�not�met�by�new�
entrants into the labour force. Workers from outside the local market may be required to meet increasing demands across the 
scenario period.

Glaziers 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to non-residential building 
construction rise steadily from current levels through 2021, but labour market conditions are generally balanced across the 
scenario�period.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�meet�
replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required to help balance market conditions 
across the scenario period.

continued on next page
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Trades and occupations 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Heavy equipment operators 
(except crane) 4 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to civil and other engineering work slow 
in�2013�and�continue�to�loosen�in�2014�and�2015�as�major�projects�begin�to�wind�down.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�about�
average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside 
the local market may be required to help maintain balanced market conditions late in the scenario period.

Heavy-duty equipment 
mechanics 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to civil and other engineering work 
continue�to�build�to�peak�levels�in�2013.�Stakeholders�report�strong�demand�for�this�trade�for�oils�sands�work.�The�age�profile� 
for this trade is about average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements,  
but workers from outside the local market may be required to help balance market conditions late in the scenario period.

Industrial instrument  
technicians and mechanics 5 4 3 2 4 4 4 3 3 3

Employment is exclusively in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to industrial and engineering projects 
recede from current high levels to 2015 before rising to new peak levels later in the scenario period. Labour market conditions 
tighten�between�2016�and�2018�as�new�major�projects�come�on�stream.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�than�average.�
New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local 
market may be required to meet peak demands midway through the scenario period.

Insulators 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 4

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to non-residential building 
construction and engineering projects rise steadily from current levels through 2021. Labour market conditions tighten between 
2016�and�2018�as�oils�sands�activity�increases.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�
labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market will be required 
midway through the scenario period to meet increased new demand requirements.

Ironworkers and structural 
metal fabricators and fitters 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to industrial and engineering projects 
remain near current levels to 2015 before demand requirements grow rapidly between 2016 and 2018 as new oils sands projects 
start up and reach peak activity, tightening labour market conditions. Growth slows across the remainder of the scenario period 
and�markets�return�to�balance.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�
estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required to meet peak 
demands midway through the scenario period.

painters and decorators 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to residential work 
rise in 2013 to tighten labour markets and requirements related to non-residential rise steadily from current levels through 2021, 
but overall, labour market conditions are generally balanced across the scenario period. A potential for mobility between the 
residential and non-residential sectors may contribute to maintaining balanced market conditions, but mobility may be limited by 
the portability of skills to meet labour demands for major industrial and engineering projects. Related skills in industrial coatings are 
in�strong�demand�in�the�oil�sands�projects.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�about�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�
are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required to help 
maintain balanced market conditions late in the scenario period.

plasterers, drywall installers 
and finishers, and lathers 4 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to residential rise  
work in 2013 to tighten labour markets and requirements related to non-residential building construction rise steadily from  
current levels through 2021, but overall, labour market conditions are generally balanced across the scenario period. Related 
specialized�skills�in�fire�proofing�are�in�high�demand�in�the�oil�sands.�Market�conditions�weaken�in�2016,�driven�by�a�decline�in�
residential construction. There are limited opportunities for potential mobility between the residential and non-residential sectors. 
The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�about�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�expected�to�meet�replacement�demand�
requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required to meet peak demands early in the scenario period.

continued on next page
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Trades and occupations 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

plumbers 5 4 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to non-residential building  
construction increase in 2013, but then recede to 2015 before rising again to new high levels of employment by 2021.  
Labour�market�conditions�are�generally�balanced�across�most�of�the�scenario�period.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�
than average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from 
outside the local market may be required to meet increased demands early in the scenario period and again later to maintain 
balanced market conditions.

Refrigeration and  
air conditioning mechanics 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to non-residential building 
construction and maintenance work continue to rise steadily through 2021. Labour market conditions are generally balanced. 
The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�about�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�meet�replacement�demand�
requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required periodically to maintain balanced market conditions.

Residential and commercial 
installers and servicers 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to residential and 
commercial activity rise steadily from current levels through to 2021, but labour market conditions are generally balanced across 
the scenario period. A potential for mobility between the residential and non-residential sectors may contribute to maintaining 
balanced�market�conditions.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�about�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�
to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required periodically to maintain 
balanced market conditions.

Residential home builders  
and renovators 4 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is exclusively in residential construction. Demand requirements related to this sector continue to rise and then 
decline between 2013 and 2015. Growth is more steady across the remainder of the scenario period, with labour market 
conditions�generally�balanced.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�older�than�average.�Replacement�demand�requirements�are�not�
met by new entrants into the labour force. Demand requirements for this group may necessitate additional recruiting efforts to 
meet peak demands in 2013 and to maintain balanced market conditions later in the scenario period.

Roofers and shinglers 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to residential work 
rise in 2013 to tighten labour markets and requirements related to non-residential building construction rise steadily from current 
levels through 2021, but overall, labour market conditions are generally balanced across the scenario period. A potential for 
mobility�between�the�residential�and�non-residential�sectors�may�help�to�meet�market�requirements.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�
is younger than average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements,  
but workers from outside the local market may be required periodically to maintain balanced market conditions.

Sheet metal workers 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction, with specialized demands in cladding and decking. Demand 
requirements related to non-residential building construction and engineering projects continue to rise through to 2021. Labour 
market�conditions�tighten�between�2016�and�2018�with�the�rise�of�oil�sands�and�related�work.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�
younger than average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers 
from outside the local market will be required to meet peak demands midway through the scenario period.

Steamfitters, pipefitters and 
sprinkler system installers 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 4

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Demand requirements related to industrial, engineering and 
maintenance work remain near current levels to 2015 before demand requirements grow rapidly between 2016 and 2018 as new 
oils sands projects start up and reach peak activity, tightening labour market conditions. Growth slows across the remainder of 
the�scenario�period�and�markets�return�to�balance.��The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�
labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market will be required 
to meet peak demands midway through the scenario period.

continued on next page
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Trades and occupations 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Tilesetters 4 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential building construction. Demand requirements related to residential 
work rise in 2013 to tighten labour markets and requirements related to non-residential building construction rise steadily from 
current levels through 2021, but overall, labour market conditions are generally balanced across the scenario period. There are 
limited�opportunities�for�potential�mobility�between�the�residential�and�non-residential�sectors.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�
about average. New entrants into the labour force are estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from 
outside the local market may be required to maintain balanced market conditions across the scenario period.

Trades helpers and labourers 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Employment is divided between residential and non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to non-residential 
construction�rise�in�2013,�but�then�decline�briefly�in�2014�and�2015�before�rising�steadily�across�the�scenario�period.�Labour�
market conditions are generally balanced. A potential for mobility between the residential and non-residential sectors may help 
to�meet�market�requirements.�The�age�profile�for�this�group�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�
estimated to meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market may be required periodically  
to meet new demand requirements and maintain balanced market conditions.

Truck drivers 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3

Employment is concentrated in non-residential construction. Labour requirements related to engineering projects continue to 
build to peak levels in 2013 and tighten labour market conditions. Markets tighten again in 2017 and 2018 as major oil sands 
projects�start�up.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�about�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�meet�
replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market will be required at peak demand periods.

Welders and related  
machine operators 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3

Employment requirements related to industrial and engineering projects remain near current levels to 2015 before demand 
requirements grow rapidly between 2016 and 2018 driven by new oil sands projects, tightening labour market conditions. 
Stakeholders report strong demand for pressure welders. Growth slows across the remainder of the scenario period and markets 
return�to�balance.�The�age�profile�for�this�trade�is�younger�than�average.�New�entrants�into�the�labour�force�are�estimated�to�
meet replacement demand requirements, but workers from outside the local market will be required to meet increased demand 
requirements in 2013 and again midway through the scenario period. 

Note: Replacement demand is the loss of workers due to retirement and mortality.
Source: Construction Sector Council

Timely construction forecast data is available online at 
www.constructionforecasts.ca. Create customized 
reports on a broad range of selected categories within 
sector, trade or province covering up to 10 years.
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